R4900 Rhapsodie en jaune (France, 1985) [TV]
(Other titles: Rapsodie en jaune)

Credits: director, Gerard Marx; writers, Gerard Marx, Didier Cohen; novel, Didier Cohen.
Cast: Patrick Depeyrrat, Nadia, Thomas M. Pollard, El Kikuya.
Summary: Detective/mystery set in contemporary Paris. Former police detective Alex Steiner (Depeyrrat), now a reporter, tracks black American Vietnam vet Davis (Pollard) who may have been involved in a massacre during the war. Steiner finds him playing saxophone in a jazz club. He has a Vietnamese girlfriend, Phuong (Nadia). Soon thereafter Phuong shoots Davis in revenge for the massacre of her village and steals some heroine. She, in turn, becomes a target of the Vietnamese mafia and the French police.
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